
Crystals Of The Water Witch - Making And Using Crystal Grids

A crystal grid is essentially where you take crystals and place them in different positions to focus their energies on a specific purpose. For example, you could have a grid for protection, one for self love, one for creativity, etc. My favourite thing to do is combine shell and crystal energy in my grids, which works really well. In fact, you can incorporate many different natural materials in your grid if you are struggling - leaves, regular garden stones, twigs or driftwood - all can help enhance your intention and increase energy flow.

The first thing to do is decide on what your intention will be as that will determine the materials you use. For example, if you want to make one to promote healing energies, then you might want to use predominantly clear quartz, with some rose quartz. If you want to create one to help you get in touch with your intuition, then you could use lapis lazuli, clear quartz, and a little bit of kyanite or turquoise (to help communicate with your higher self). If you are going to be using shells as well, make sure that you use ones which also match your intention.

Once you have worked this out and gathered your materials, you will need to decide how to place them. Many people use sacred geometry to help determine the best shape, such as the flower of life - this is a very popular shape. This needn't be complicated; for example, spirals spiralling outwards represent banishing or removing something, and spirals spiralling inwards represent drawing something towards you such as success or abundance. Circles represent completion and wholeness amongst other things and so are great for balance, peace, etc. The cross is a symbol of protection, and so you could place your items in a cross shape for protection if that is what you are looking to manifest. 

Circles: Wholeness, completion, balance
Spiralling Inwards: Drawing towards you
Spiralling Outwards: Banishing and sending away from you
Squares: Strong foundations, grounding, and stability
Triangles: Opportunities
Diamonds: Higher self, intuition, divinity
Equal Armed Crosses: Protection, balance and equality 


One thing that works well is to try and make sure the crystals are all connected in some way, to ensure that their energies flow together - I like using quartz crystal points for this.

When you have all of the above, you can build your grid! You might have an idea of how you want to create it, and you could even sketch it out on a piece of paper to use as a reference. Or you could simply listen to your intuition and place the items wherever it tells you is best. Don't be afraid to play around with it - try your items in different positions, try making your grid bigger or smaller, etc. As always, listen to your intuition. Make sure you keep your intent in mind as you build your grid, and allow this to guide you. When you have completed it, state your intention out-loud, as if you are 'activating' your grid - i.e, 'this grid bring protection; may its energies work to protect me and my home. So mote it be'. Now, you can either meditate with your grid, or you can leave it and let the energies fill the room, it is up to you. I personally love to meditate with my grids, just for a little while and really feel the energy. Occasionally, you may feel that the energy just doesn't work - maybe you've used a combination of crystals that just don't really work well together. Again, play around with it until you find the right combination. Once you are done with your grid, make sure you cleanse the crystals and tools afterwards.

Crystal grids are also really good for empowering things; you can place a tool in the middle of a grid designed for cleansing for example. Or, you can take gem elixirs to the next level, and leave a glass of water in the middle of a grid and allow the energies to empower the water. Get creative, and have fun! Below are some small grids using the crystals above to give you an idea as to how you can use them.


